81 jeep renegade

Time will tell whether the Renegade has the same issues. So how do you find out what
problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting
ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something
helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add
Complaint. Outside air temperature off by degrees. Effects other functions. Check engine light
also on. Was replaced under warranty less than 2 years ago for same thing. Car has miles on it.
I went to turn the car on and all service lights popped up transmission service, check engine
and oil change. Went to put car and drive and would not go out of park. I used the shift lock
release to get out of gear and once in drive or reverse, car would not move and only engine
would rev. After researching, I found many other Jeep Renegades had a computer issue where
it needed to be reset. Dealership wont fix unless under warranty. Search CarComplaints. For the
second time in 3 years the engine fan has stopped working causing frequent overheating while
idle. After the first instance, the fan was replaced and seemed to be ok fall now the vehicle is
overheating again due to the fan not turning on. Local mechanics claim it is an electrical issue
that they cannot fix. The airbag system warning light and the power steering warning
intermittently go on and physical loss of power steering is felt. This happens both while at idle
stationary and driving in traffic on both highway and city. Seatbelt connector and sensor issues.
Intermittently seatbelt, airbag and parking brake senor keeps going off and will not stop while
driving. I feel unsafe to drive my car while all these senor are going off. I fear the seatbelt, air
bag and parking bake will malfunction while I'm driving. My vehicle's connector to the
passenger side tail light has a burn mark on the middle pin of the connector. I have found
countless others on forums with the same issue, where the connector to their tail light fried,
thus causing the brake light, blinker, and reverse lights to be unusable which is a safety issue
that can not be fixed by simply changing a bulb. The vehicle was stationary when the error first
occurred. While driving, there is a clunk sound when the engine tries to switch gears. Also, the
brake lights, turn signal lights, etc have a warning light that flashes saying the lights are out
even when the lights are still working. The radiator fan assembly went out at 40, miles and I
replaced it and now it isn't working and blowing fuses. Dash board reports parking lights, turn
signal indicator, brake lights not working. They are working fine when checked. We have had
the vehicle for less than a week. My wife commutes my disabled child to a state school every
school day. While on her way home the vehicle in question shuttered and died while driving.
She was able to get the vehicle off the road and onto a access road. The vehicle then would not
start with several attempts. She then called me, who was at work, and I left to help check the
car. With limited tools at my disposal, I checked for battery voltage and intake restriction. No
problems found. I checked the instrument cluster for fuel and had 2 led bars with no low fuel
"dummy" light. Cycled to range till empty section and was showing 60 miles to empty. So I
assumed fuel was not the issue, but didn't rule it out. Since she had already driven 60 miles to
this point, I assumed ignition was also not a issue. Hooked battery back up and tried to crank
again with still a no start. I then went with the easy route and obtained a fuel canister with fuel
and added 1. Once above previous 2 led bars the vehicle started with no hesitation. Since this
issue I have looked for recalls on programming or any tsb pertaining to this issue with no avail.
I have read on forums this same issue happening to other similar vehicles. I find that with out
these indicators or the reliability of the range to empty that this could lead to a safety issues
depending on the environment the vehicle stalls in. The instrument lights come on and tell me
my lights are out and they are not. Ambient outside sensor is not working properly and causing
the air conditioning and my heater to not work properly. My outside temperature reads degrees
and its 43 degrees outside. The contact owns a Jeep Renegade. While attempting to start the
vehicle, several warning indicators illuminated and the vehicle failed to start. The contact stated
that the parking brake, coolant hot, and air bag warning indicators were illuminated. After thirty
minutes of attempting to start the vehicle, a tow truck company was contacted to have the
vehicle towed; however, the tow truck driver was able to jumpstart the vehicle. The contact
stated that the failure recurred once. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The
manufacturer was informed of the failure. The dealer was not contacted. The failure mileage was
62, The contact's father owns a Jeep Renegade. The contact stated that vehicle shifted into
neutral independently while in drive. Also, the check engine indicator illuminated intermittently.
In addition, the vehicle would not crank and had difficulty starting. Furthermore, some electrical
failures were experienced, including all the windows remained in the down position and would
not roll up and the exterior lighting remained illuminated while in operation. The contact
associated the power train failure with NHTSA campaign number: 16V power train , which only
pertained to the and models. The contact took the vehicle to an independent mechanic where it
was serviced on several occasions for the various failures. The manufacturer was not notified of
the failures. The vehicle had not been repaired. The failure mileage was 47, Not what you are

looking for? Search for something else:. Time will tell whether the Renegade has the same
issues. So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not
us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service,
contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Add Complaint. When vehicle is stationary while warming up. Grinding noise
started. Turned off the engine and checked the hood. Later in traffic, grinding noise from engine
compartment starts. Temperature shoots into red, and I start smelling something burning.
Engine light came on and found it was the cooling fan. Doing some research online came to find
out this a problem with tons of other people. I feel this is a known manufacturer's defect that
should be recalled. These fans should be living a , mile life. But it's happening at 30,, miles.
Jeep will not cover this under warranty as they say it isn't part of the drivetrain. After reading
numerous complaints about this problem I feel this is a known manufacturer's defect that
should be recalled. During this period the vehicle is unusable. This is really unacceptable for
such a newer model vehicle. I am reporting a possible safety problem that has developed over
recent months with my Jeep Renegade trailhawk 4X4. The vehicle has a recurring malfunction
with the driver side seat electrical wiring assembly. The problem occurs intermittently after the
seatbelt is properly secured and there is normal body movement in the driver seat while the
vehicle is either in motion or stationary. The problem so far affects several of the electronic
subsystems connected to the vehicle's driver seat. This malfunction has caused temporary or
permanent disabling of the driver seat power controls, airbag system, electronic parking brake
system and seatbelt warning system. Cooling fan motor failing with 38, miles on the odometer.
When the fan comes on it begins to wobble and make clicking noises. This Renegade is a This
part should not be failing. Search CarComplaints. While driving and with the vehicle in motion
the brake, airbag and seatbelt warning lights illuminated along with a chime. Took to dealership
and was told that battery was faulty and was replaced under warranty. Immediately returned to
dealer and was told again that issue was the battery. And that it was our fault that we did not
drive the car enough even though we had driven the car 3 times in that 8 days. My Jeep
Renegade trailhawk vehicle has an intermittent problem in the driver seat electrical wiring. The
driver seat power switches controlling the seat movement have become non-operational. The
problem occurs without warning and present a possible safety issue is the case of an accident.
In the event of an accident, the driver seat would be lock into a position locking the driver in the
seat of the vehicle. Various warning lights will come on, especially at colder ambient
temperatures. High coolant temp warning when it's below zero. Check the parking brake after
I've starting driving, etc. Nav 6. Also, takes up to 5 minutes minutes for the nav 6. Also, when
getting in car and on a phone call, the call will not transfer to the car immediately. It's so slow
that I am missing the conversation because during the process of transferring the call the
sound from the call is completely cut off on the phone and hasn't yet come through to the car's
speakers. I am putting today's date on the form, but these things happen every single day that I
drive the car. I have had it for 2. This has happened several times. The power will cut the engine
sometimes and other times the car just drifts and I cannot control it. I have almost seriously
wrecked because of it twice. My radiator fan went out at 50, miles therefore out of warranty. I
had noticed a few times that I would hear a noise coming from the engine, I took it to the shop
and they saw no issues. Fast forward 4 months and I was sitting in traffic and my car began to
overheat. I was informed that this is an ongoing issue and that I should submit a complaint to
hopefully get a recall on this as I paid a significant amount of money to fix it. The contact owns
a Jeep Renegade. While starting the vehicle and driving unknown speeds, the parking brake, air
bag, and seat belt warning indicators illuminated. Additionally, the contact heard an abnormal
chiming noise. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic who referred the contact to
the local dealer. The local dealer was not contacted. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired.
The manufacturer was contacted and did not assist. The failure mileage was approximately 41,
Sluggish acceleration loses power briefly when speed is reduced and trying to increase again.
Loses power when turning from stop sign to street. Losee power from exiting lot to main
highway. Has been happenig off and on since new purchase dealership no help. Last time
happened turned from stop sign would not accelerate right away. Was seconds in middle of
road. Dash lights go off go off while driving or when starting. I have to turn off vehicle to get
them to come back on. Last time on highway 50 miles from my house. Doesnt happen all the
time. My Jeep. I am afraid to travel too far with it. This is a safety concern with me I live in
country and need to travel 20 to 50 miles to doctors. Electric cooling fan motor fails and causes
vehicle to over heat. Since purchase electrical system randomly gives all warning lights and will
not let me shut off vehicle without unhooking battery and hooking back up. Have had it in shop
multiple times for same thing, neither Jeep place I have took it to can figure it out and tell me my
only option is to have towed in next time it does it and leaving on and "praying their service

dept is open when it happens" per rice Jeep Dodge on alcoa hwy, lenoir city Chrysler Dodge
where purch
renault captur brochure
cj5 ignition switch
2002 honda odyssey transmission
ased told me to get lawyer so I refuse to take back there. Rice Dodge has been much more
helpful and understanding and not threatening me. Driving on vacation all the sudden my Jeep
Renegade starts to overheat and making loud noises which appear to be coming from the fan.
Immediately pull over. Internet research indicates this is a large problem and still continuing.
Car had miles. Got stuck in traffic and started over heating. Fan was rattling and found to be
bad. This needs to be a recall or a fix implemented soon. Vehicle starts engine. However all
emergency and warnings lights go on. Brakes and steering lock. Car will not shut off until
battery is unpluged. This happens repeatedly and randomly. At 38, miles my cooling fan came
loose while driving. Took to dealership and was told warranty would not cover. Both of these
issues could result in an accident. All of this while driving although the sensors are while
stationary too. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

